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Molecular Clouds and Star Formation
Stars are formed in molecular cloud cores, 

whereas planets are formed, 
contemporaneously,  in young circumstellar disks.

http://www.astro.ncu.edu.tw/~wchen/Courses/Stars/Lada1995summerschool.pdf
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• Gas, dust + radiation, magnetic fields, cosmic rays (i.e., charged particles) • Very sparse ---[star-star distance] / [stellar diameter] ~ 1 pc/1011 cm ~ 3 x 107 :1or ~1: 1022 in terms of volume (space) • Mass:  99% mass in gas, 1% in dust ~ 15% of total MW visible matter• Of the gas, 90%, H; 10% He• Hydrogen: mainly H I (atomic), H II (ionized), and H2 (molecular)• Studies of ISM ---– Beginning of evolution of baryonic matter “recombination”– Stars form out of ISM– Important ingredient of a galaxy

Interstellar Medium (ISM)
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Material Constituents of the ISM
Component T (K) n (cm-3) PropertiesHot, intercloud and coronal gas 106 10-4Warm intercloud gas 104 0.1Diffuse cloud (H I) 102 0.1 Mostly H I; ne/n0=10-4H II regions 104 >10Dark Molecular Clouds 10 > 103 Mostly H2 mol. and dustSupernova Remnants 104~107 >1Planetary Nebulae
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Energy Density in the Local ISM
Component u (eV/cm-3) PropertiesCosmic microwave background 0.265FIR radiation from dust 0.31Starlight 0.54Thermal kinetic energy 0.49Turbulent kinetic energy 0.22Magnetic field 0.89Cosmic rays 1.39There seems to be equi-partition between these energies.  Why?  Read Draine’s book, page 10 6
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A “standard” HI cloudD ~ 5 pcM ~ 50 M⊙; dintercloud ~ 100 pc vcloud ~ 10 kms-1
Clouds are patchy  extinction depends greatly on the sightline Extinction = absorption + scattering
Extinction versus reddeningIn the Galactic plane, Av ~ 0.7-1 mag Extinction  amounts of dust grains along the line of sightReddening  grain properties (size, shape, composition, structure)

Av=30 toward the Galactic center
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John Kraus “Radio Astronomy” 8

Different clouds along the line of sight …
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The ‘normalized’ extinction (extinction law)

In the visible 
F(λ) ~ 1/λ

The UV ‘bump’ 
1/λ~4.6  λ~2200Å

F(V) = 0

F(B) = +1

Find 
AB/AV=?

9
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Visible /IR
linear ∝ 1/λ

‘Bump’ 1/λ~4.6 or λ~2200ÅThe ‘normalized’ 
extinction

(extinction law)

F(V) = 0

F(B) = +1

Whittet

FUV rise

‘Toe’

‘Knee’
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Rieke & Lebofsky (1985)
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≈ 0.1 

12
Gordon et al (2003)
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Ryter (1996)

Predehl & Schmitt (1995)

Gas and dust coexist.
A gas-to-dust ratio ~100 (by mass) seems universal.
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Exercise

1. The star Vega is used to define the zeroth magnitude in all the classical 
(Vega) photometric systems, e.g., Johnson.

2. Plot its spectral energy distribution (SED) from UV to IR.

3. What is the spectral type of Vega?  What is its effective temperature?

4. Compare this in a plot with a blackbody curve of the temperature.

5. It was surprising hence when IRAS data revealed IR excess of Vega.  
What are the flux densities observed by IRAS?  Given the age of Vega, 
why is this discovery significant?
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http://www.astro.utoronto.ca/~patton/astro/mags.html#conversions

Astronomical Magnitude Systems.pdf
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Stars are formed in groups  seen as star clusters if gravitationally bound

Molecular clouds observed by different tracers …
Taurus molecular cloud
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http://www.bu.edu/galacticring/outgoing/PressRelease/

Filamentary Molecular Clouds

Giant Molecular CloudsD=20~100 pcℳ = 10 ~10  ℳ⨀≈ 10~300 cm≈ 10~30 K∆ ≈ 5~15 km
Molecular clumps/ 
clouds/condensations 

n ~ 103 cm-3 ,  D ~ 5 pc, 
M ~ 103 M

Dense molecular cores 
n ≥ 104   cm-3 , D ~ 0.1 pc, 
M ~ 1-2 M
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Nearby Examples Massive Star-Forming Region - Per OB2 (350 pc)- Orion OB Association (350-400 pc) … richLow-Mass Star-Forming Regions- Taurus Molecular Cloud (TMC-1) (140 pc)- Rho Ophiuchi cloud (130 pc)- Lupus (140 pc)- Chamaeleon (160 pc)- Corona Australis (130 pc) 4/5 in the southern sky … why?
19

http://hera.ph1.uni-koeln.de/~heintzma/All/OB_stars.htm 20
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http://galaxymap.org/detail_maps/download_maps/gould.png

The Gould Belt, a (partial) ring in the sky,  ~1 kpc across, centered on a point 100 pc from the Sun and tilted about 20 deg to the Galactic plane, containing star-forming molecular clouds and OB stars= local spiral armOrigin unknown (dark matter induced star formation?) 

Gould's Belt superimposed on to an IRAS 100 micron emission maphttp://www.jach.hawaii.edu/JCMT/surveys/gb/
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The Local Bubble, a cavity of sparse, hot gas, ~100 pc across, in the interstellar medium, with H density of 0.05 cm , an order less than typical in the Milky Way. Likely caused by a (or multiple) supernova explosion (10-30 Myr ago).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Local_Bubble

Where is the supernova (remnant)?
Check out the Orion-Eridanus Superbubble
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Blue , green and red = 12, 60, and 100 micron

60 deg

23

Barnard 72 in Ophiuchus

http://www.robgendlerastropics.com/B72JMM.jpg 24
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Massive Star-Forming Regions ---- OB associations
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(Bok) Globules silhouetted against emission nebulosity

Frerking et al. (1987)

A dark cloud core seen against a star field
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Molecules in spaceH2 molecules
• the main constituent of cold clouds, but lacking a permanent electric dipole moment, so is very difficult to detect.  A rotationally excited molecule would radiate through a relatively slow electric quadrupole transition.  
• Only in a hot medium, where stellar radiation or stellar wind excites vibrational and electronic states which then decay relatively quickly.

Refer to the slides for WPC’s ISM course http://www.astro.ncu.edu.tw/~wchen/Courses/ISM/index.htm
Zero electric 
dipole moment

Dipole moment 
= 1.85 Debyes

Stahler & Palla
28
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CO molecules
• simple and abundant.  Strong binding energy E=11.1 eV self-shielding against UV field
• with a permanent electric dipole moment; radiating strongly at radio frequencies.
• 12C16O easiest to detect; isotopes 13C16O, 12C18O, 12C17O, 13C18O also useful 
• Excitation of CO to the J=1 level mainly through collisions with ambient H2 = 2 × 10  cm  [K km s]⁄ (Bolatto et al. 2013, ARAA)
• At low densities, each excitation is followed by emission of a photon.  At high densities, the excited CO transfers the energy by collision to another H2 molecule;  ≈ 3 × 10  cm .  Low critical density  CO to study large-scale distribution of clouds, as a tracer of H2
• 12C16O almost always optical thick; same line from other rare isotopes usually not.  = 10  

29

Stahler & Palla

2.6 mm = 115 GHzOnly 5 K above the ground level … can be excited by collisions with ambient molecules or CMB photons
30
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Stahler & PallaGaballe & Persson (1987)

CO band heads in the Becklin-Neugebauer(BN) object --- an infrared-emitting, embedded, massive protostar

Stahler & Palla
32
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Frerking et al. (1987)

12CO C18O13CO

Each species has a different set of excitation conditions (density, temperature; cf.  Boltzmann equation)
 Different molecules/isotopes serve as tracersof these conditions, e.g., C18O traces denser parts of a cloud than 12CO does; NH3 maps the dense cores where protostars are located.

Myers et al. 1991

33

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Orion_OB1_%26_25_Ori_Group.png Maddalena+86
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Groesbeck+94

= CW Leo, a carbon (i.e., evolved) star, puffing off its dusty atmosphereA protostar in Orion

Layers of circumstellar envelope of IRC+10216 (Leão+06)

Kleinmann-Low (KL) object

HCN (hydrogen cyanide) the poisonous gas?  HCO ?  What is going on?

35

Lada 1987

Star formation is not an isolated event.Massive stars in particular may trigger the birth of next-generation stars  triggered star formation
… also possible by stellar jets, Galactic density waves, cloud-cloud collisions …

36
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Chen+06

Luminous stars  photoionization of a nearby cloud
 Radiative driven implosion
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Luminous stars photoionization/winds on a surrounding cloud
 Collect and collapse

38
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Object log size scale [cm]Galactic spiral arm 22Giant molecular cloud 20Molecular dense core 17Protostellar accretion disk 15Protostar 11

Size Scales for Star Formation.

Myers in You & Yuan (1995), p. 47
39

Component log M [M☉]Molecular clouds 9H2 9He 8CO 7
Young stars 5

Mass Inventory in a Star-Forming Galaxy

Myers in You & Yuan (1995), p. 47
40
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Properties of Giant Molecular Clouds

Myers in You & Yuan (1995), p. 47

Diameter[pc] Mass [M☉] Density[cm-3] T [K] Velocity Width [km/s]20-100 105 – 106 10-300 10-30 5-15

41
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Exercise

1. What is the BN object (why is it called an “object”)?  What is its 
brightness, distance, luminosity, and mass (how are these known)?

2. Answer the same for the KL object.  What is the relation between the 
two?

3. There is a class of objects called the “Herbig-Haro objects”.  What are 
they?

4. “Quasi-Stellar Objects (QSOs)
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Cloud Stability --- The Virial TheoremMoment of Inertia

To be stable, LHS = 0
v

m

M

2 1 2  = /
44
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Virial Mass

45

46
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LHS = 0  stableLHS < 0  collapsingLHS > 0  expandingEK
• Kinetic energy of molecules
• Bulk motion of clouds
• Rotation 
• …EP
• Gravitation
• Magnetic field
• Electrical field 
• …

Etotal = EK + EP

Etotal = EK + Ω (mostly)
47

Pext

M, R, ρ

Cloud of mass M, radius R, 
rotating at ω

ω

Generalized virial theorem

If ω = 0, and Pext = 0
This is the Jeans length. μ ≈ 2.37 for solar abundance with H2
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Jeans length = critical spatial wavelengthIf perturbation length scale is longer 
Medium is decoupled from self-gravity  stable 

This is the Jeans mass … the critical mass for onset of gravitational collapseIf cloud mass M > MJeans  cloud collapse Note the above does not consider external pressure, or other internal supporting mechanisms.
49

A non-magnetic, isothermal cloud in equilibrium with external pressure 
 a Bonnor-Ebert sphere (Bonnor 1956, Ebert 1955)

At first, the cloud is optically thin.  Contraction  density ↑  collisions more frequent 
molecules excited and radiated  radiation escapes 
 cooling  less resistance to the contraction 
 collapse (free fall)

The potential term can include, other than the gravitational force, also rotation, magnetic field, etc.

RJ ≈ cs τff = [isothermal sound speed] * [free fall time]50
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Moment of inertial Kinetic energy

51

To maintain 2EK + EP = 0, the total energy Et = EK + EP must change.   The gravitational energy 
For contraction, dr < 0, so dΩ < 0  Then dEt = dEK + dΩ = ½ Ω = L ΔtThis means to maintain quasistatic contraction, half of the gravitation energy from the contraction is radiated away. Eventually the cloud becomes dense enough (i.e., optically thick) and contraction leads to temperature increase.The cloud’s temperature increases while energy is taken away 
 negative heat capacity

52
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• H I cloudsRJ ≈ 25 pc; MJ ≈ 120 M☉ > MobsSo H I clouds are not collapsing.
• Dark molecular cloudsMobs ≈ 100-1000 M☉ > MJ ≈ 10 M☉So H2 clouds should be collapsing.  But observations show that most are not.

 There is additional support other than the thermal pressure, e.g., rotation, magnetic field, turbulence, etc.
53

Roughly, the requirement for a cloud to be gravitational stable is >  + + + + …
For a spherical cloud, = − , where is a constant depending on the mass distribution (=3/5 for uniform density). The thermal energy, =    , where μ is the mean molecular weight of the gas in atomic mass units.

54
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The rotational energy = , where Crotdepends on the mass distribution and is 1/5 for uniform density; ω is the (assumed) uniform angular velocity.The turbulent kinetic energy  =  , where σ is the mean turbulent velocity. The magnetic energy =  d ≈ , where Bis the uniform magnetic field.
55

56

For rotational support to be important, 35 = 12 = 12 (25 )( ) = 15So = (3 / ) ⁄ , where is the critical rotation velocity at the equator.
Numerically, = 0.11 ⨀

⁄ [km/s]For HI clouds, = 0.11 [ . ] ⁄ ≈ 0.5 [km/s]Typically, ≈ 10  s , so ≈ 0.01 to 0.1 [km/s]
 Clouds are generally not rotationally supported.
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Measuring the ISM Magnetic FieldsMethod Medium InfoPolarization of starlight DustZeeman effect Neutral hydrogen; a few mol. lines ∥Synchrotron radiation Relativistic electronsFaraday rotation Thermal electrons ∥
The Zeeman effect is the only technique for direct measurements of magnetic field strengths.  Unsöld, Crutcher (2012) ARAA57

Loren (1989)

Polarization of Starlight

58
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Organized magnetic field morphology in the Taurus dark-cloud complex superposed on a 13CO map (Chapman et al. 2011).  Blue lines show polarization measured at optical wavelengths and red lines show near-IR (H-band and I-band) polarization.

59

Dichroic extinction by dust (optical and near-IR)    ∥   

60

Mathewson & Ford (1970)

Interstellar Polarization
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Thermal emission by dust (far-IR, and smm)      
Houde et al. (2002)

Zeeman effect
B = 0 B≠ 0

Δ νB [Hz] = 1.40 x 1010 g B[T]
Δ λB [nm] = 4.67 x 10-8 g (λ0 [nm])2 B[T]

g: Landé or g factor (L, S, J) ~ 1Ex: B = 0.1 T (1 kG) for a typical sunspot, at 500 nm, g =1 
wavelength shift 0.001 nm ≈ natural line width 
 difficult to measure 62
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Faraday Rotation --- rotation of the plane of polarization when light passes through a magnetic field Circularly polarized light  E field rotates  force on the charged particles to make circular motion  creating its own B field, either parallel or in opposite direction to the external field  phase difference
 Change of position angle of the linear polarization

Faraday rotation angle β =  where the rotation measure (RM) isRM = 2 ∥  d
64
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http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/level5/Sept10/Kronberg/Figures/figure3.jpg

Figure 3. A smoothed representation of 2257 Faraday rotation measures in Galactic 
coordinates with the Galactic center at (0,0). (Kronberg & Newton-McGee, [3]). Blue 
and red circles represent positive and negative RM's respectively, and the circle size is 
proportional to RM strength.

65

For magnetic support to be important,=  =
So, ∝ , and since ∝ , we get R ∝
The magnetic Jeans mass becomes ∝ ∝
Numerically, ≈ 2.4 × 10    ⨀
and  = 0.1 ⨀  ( )  [ G]

66
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If the magnetic flux is conserved, ∝
Because ∝   = constant, the frozen-in (i.e., flux 
conservation) condition would have led to ∝ ~ ⁄
If flux is conserved, (ISM) ~ 10 [G]≈ 0.1 [pc] → = ⨀  ≈  10 [G]

But what has been actually observed is  ∝  ⁄ to ⁄ ,

Implying magnetic flux loss.

68
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= decoupling of neutral particles from plasma in the initial stage of star formation

confines motion of charged particles.Molecular clouds most neutral with only a tiny fraction of particles; ionized by cosmic rays or by natural radioactivity

 1. leakage of 2. charged particles escaped from magnetic poles (ampipolar diffusion=plasma drift)
70
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If cloud > crit supercritical  Cloud will collapse dynamically
Massive star formationIf cloud < crit subcritical  Cloud collapses, if ever, quasi-statically
 Low-mass star formationClouds tend to condense with ~10 ⊙, but observed stellar mass ranges 0.05 / ⊙ 100Why is there a lower mass limit and an upper mass limit for stars?Cloud collapse  (local) density increase  (local) MJ decrease 

 easier to satisfy M > MJ, i.e., cloud becomes more unstable
 fragmentationFormation of a cluster of stars ~~

71
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Recall Jeans mass ≈ 1.2 × 10 (  ) ⁄ (   ) ⁄  ⁄  [ ⨀]∝  ⁄ ⁄If during collapse, ↓ subregions become unstable and continue to collapse to smaller and smaller scales (fragmentation).
Since during collapse ρ always ↑, the behavior of depends on T.If gravitational energy is radiated away, i.e.,  ≪ and collapse is isothermal, T = const, so  ∝  ⁄  collapse continues
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However, once the isothermal condition is no longer valid, e.g., when the cloud becomes optically thick, the collapse is adiabatical. ∝  ⁄  ∝  ⁄So ∝  ⁄  =  ⁄ , i.e., grows with time (ever more difficult to overcome/collapse), so the collapse halts
For a monatomic idea gas, the adabatic index ≡  = =  ⁄ ⁄⁄ =  5 3⁄P = const; T = const; 

74

Equation of motion for a spherical surface at is= −with initial condition 0 = , 0 = 0, = 4 3⁄ .Multiplying both sides by ⁄ , and since ( ) = 2 ,( ) = − 2
Integrating both sides, we get = 2 1 − 1
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Substituting , we get = − 8 3  − 1Define a new variable , so that = cos , ( = 0 at = 0) thencos = 12 8 3 /
Integrating this, we obtain + sin 2 = /
The free-fall time is when = ⁄ ,   = 332 … when density becomes ∞ for all m.Bodenheimer p.34

= 3.4 × 10  [yr]

Carroll & 
Ostlie
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Carroll & 
Ostlie

77

78

Note that  ∝  has no dependence on .If is uniform, all m collapse to the center at the same time 
 homologous collapse
If is somewhat centrally condensed, as observed, e.g.,  ∝   to  , inner region (small ),   ↓↓
 inside-out collapse
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tff << tKH

79

80
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Recall the relation between a circular motion and a simple harmonic motion. Acceleration to the centerTime scale = ¼ periodApplications:- Gas in a collapsing cloud - Stars in a globular cluster- Galaxies in a galaxy cluster 
http://prism.texarkanacollege.edu/physicsbook/shm-ucm.gif 81

82

Exercise

1. For a the sun, i.e., a mass ℳ = 1 ℳ⊙, a luminosity ℒ = 1 ℒ⊙, and a 
radius  ℛ = 1 ℛ⊙, compute the free-fall time scale and the Kevin-

Helmholtz time scale ≈ ℳ .  Which time scale is longer?

2. Note that both time scales have different dependence on the size scale.  
At what size, do the two time scales equal?
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Evolution from a circumstellar toroid (geometrically thick)to a disk; opening angle of the outflow widened

85
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Data cube (sky position and frequency)

87
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Snell et al. (1980)
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Snell et al. (1980)
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Herbig-Haro (HH) Objects
-- (shock) excited nebulosity

HH 34 HH 47 91

Reipurth (1989)
92
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Infrared image of molecular bow shocks (MHO 27) associated with bipolar outflows in Orion.  Credit: UKIRT/Joint Astronomy Centre

Molecular Hydrogen Objects  (MHOs) 1000+ now known

94
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very prominent IR excess; lots of dust; a very young age

Exciting source of an HH object = protostar

96
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Accretion Disks
• Found in YSOs, supermassive BHs in AGB, binaries, Saturnianrings
• Turbulent viscosity important
– generating heat 
– transporting angular momentum outwards
– transporting matter inwardsFact: The Sun has > 99% of the total mass in the solar system, but accounts for ~3% of the total angular momentum (rotation), whereas Jupiter’s orbital angular moment accounts for 60%.Fact: Outer planets rotate fast (thus are flattened.) 98
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Exercise

1. Compare the angular momenta of the Sun, Jupiter, and Earth.

2. What is the specific angular momentum of the Earth versus Jupiter?

3. How round (or flat) is the shape of the Earth, of Jupiter, and of the Sun?

http://www.zipcon.net/~swhite/docs/astronomy/Angular_Momentum.html

99

Spitzer IRS

Silicate feature  thick dusty cocoon

Water and carbon dioxide in solid form 
 cold materials near the protostar

100
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Bertout (1989)

T Tauri stars (= PMS sun-like stars) are seen against dark nebulosity and characterized by emission-line spectra.

101

Cohen (1984)102
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P Cygni profile   A spectral profile showing an expanding envelope

Stellar velocity Cohen (1984)103

T Tauri stars also show infrared excess in the SEDs.

Bertout (1989)

… and also UV excess 
 spectral “veiling”

104
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Spectral index useful to classify a young stellar object (YSO)Where λ=wavelength, between 2.2 and 20 μm; Fλ=flux density
Class 0 sources --- undetectable at λ < 20 μm
Class I sources --- α > 0.3
Flat spectrum sources --- 0.3 > α > − 0.3
Class II sources --- 0.3 > α > − 1.6
Class III sources --- α < − 1.6

 Evolutionary sequence in decreasing amounts of circumstellar material (disk clearing)
108
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Protostars
Submilimetercores

Classical T Tauri stars
Weak-lined T Tauri stars

109

T Tauri stars are PMS objects, contracting toward the zero-age main sequence (ZAMS).

Bertout (1989) 110
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Malfait+1998
111

112

Haisch+ 2001

One half of stars lose disks  within 3 MyrDisk disposed in ~6 Myr:  planet formation timescale
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 Early-type stars are fast rotators
 Stars later than ~F5 rotate very slowly
 Disk/planet formation? 

113
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Kraus+08
115
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critical equipotential: gravitational force = centrifugal force

funnel flow onto the star

X-wind

co-rotation (star and disk)

118
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Inside-out collapse (Shu 1977) isothermal sound speed  constant accretion rate 

Collision
Gas (hydrogen atoms) root-mean-squared speed

For H I regions, 

Cross sections σ 
• Hard sphere OK for neutral atoms, 

i.e., ‘physical’ cross section

120
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Cross sections σ • For free e-, p+

Conventional unit for cross section
121

Collision
σ

v t

v n

# of collisions = # of particles in the (moving) volume

# of collisions per unit time = 

Time (mean-free time) between 2 
consecutive collisions (N=1) = 

Mean-free path 
122
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Ex 1 between hydrogen atoms in an H I region
∴ Collisions are indeed very rare.Ex 2 between a hydrogen atom  and an electron

Ex 3 between electrons
123


